FORMUFIT LLC
FORMUFIT LLC is a leading global innovator, manufacturer, distributor and marketer of
Furniture Grade/Structural Grade PVC pipe, fittings, and accessories.
Copyrights, trademarks, brand names, logos and other intellectual properties owned,
controlled or licensed by FORMUFIT LLC, and/or our subsidiaries are protected by U.S and
international trademark, copyright and trade dress laws, and all worldwide right, title and
interest in and to which are owned and/or licensed by FORMUFIT LLC.
FORMUFIT is a member of the eBay Verified Rights Owner (VeRO) program and is
constantly monitoring its brand presence on eBay. Please read below:
Q: Why was my auction suspended?
A: FORMUFIT, LLC. strictly enforces its copyrights, trademark rights and other proprietary
rights against unauthorized use. We believe that your listings on eBay for FORMUFIT
merchandise infringes upon our rights. Therefore, we have requested that eBay remove
your listings.
Q: Why hasn't FORMUFIT suspended all auctions selling infringing merchandise?
A: FORMUFIT vigorously enforces its intellectual property rights. The fact that others may
be selling merchandise that infringes upon these rights does, by no means, give others the
right to do so, nor does it prevent FORMUFIT from ending auctions that are later identified.
Q: Why didn't FORMUFIT contact me directly before reporting my listings to eBay?
A: The number of listings that are investigated on a daily basis does not allow the time to
contact each seller. If you are concerned about your eBay business, we highly recommend
that you remove the items from eBay immediately.
Q: Can I use the FORMUFIT or other logos or properties owned by FORMUFIT to
enhance my auction listing?
A: No. Use of these logos on your auction wrongfully implies that your auction is authorized,
sponsored or approved by FORMUFIT, and dilutes the value of these logos, in violation of
state and federal trademark laws.
Q: Can I use the FORMUFIT product descriptions and copy text created by
FORMUFIT to enhance my auction listing?

A: No. Use of any FORMUFIT copyrighted material is strictly prohibited. Using our product
information from any other licensed reseller site or store is considered an infringement of
our rights.
Contact FORMUFIT:
If you feel that your item should not have been removed, you should not re-list it. Instead,
please contact FORMUFIT LLC at channels@formufit.com if you have any further
questions. Please include your seller name and the listing # on the inquiry.
Thank You,
FORMUFIT LLC

